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iPhone video
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[Karpenko et al. 2012]
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Steadicam
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• Engineering solution to jittery motion

• Camera mounted on elastic arm 
supported by vest

Operator does not touch camera
Aiming via center-of-gravity gimbal

• Invented 1976 by Garrett Brown

John E Fry

http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Fryfilm2000&action=edit&redlink=1
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Fryfilm2000&action=edit&redlink=1
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Video from small modern cameras
• Problem #0: people are not being that careful

most of us are not-so-practiced camera operators
consumers just want to point and shoot anyway

• Problem #1: small and light cameras
great for pocketability
but low mass and moment of inertia → lots of motion

• Problem #2: these cameras have rolling shutters
recall CMOS sensors generally expose and read out sequentially

(having a global shutter requires somewhere to hide charges)

4
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Focal plane shutter effects
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Jacques Henri Lartigue, 1912
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Focal plane shutter effects
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worth a look:
http://www.largeformatphotography.info/
forum/showthread.php?31903-Jacques-
Henri-Lartigue-and-his-camera

Matlab animation by Bert Otten aka. Lindolfi
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Rolling shutter effects
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Soren Ragsdale

more:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/

1485036@N20/
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Video from vehicles
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Compensating for camera motion
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• Basic approach: estimate camera motion and compensate

• Shaky camera: resample each frame to simulate fixed camera
• Rolling shutter: resample within frames

this is not really different, just a more detailed camera model
• Moving camera: remove unwanted motion but keep intended 

motion
• Basic breakdown of methods: 2D vs. 3D

2D methods just model the motion of the image
3D methods model the motion of the camera

• Second dimension: measure vs. estimate
just like with blur removal, measured camera motion can help
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Agenda
• Basic 2D

Irani et al. 1994: stabilizing with a homography
Litvin et al. 2003: affine stabilization, mosaicking
Matsushita et al. 2006: inter-frame and inpainting

• Full 3D
Liu et al. 2009: content-preserving warps

• Hybrid (2D computations with 3D in mind)
Liu et al. 2010: subspace model of image motion
Ringaby & Forssén 2012: simple method using 3D rotation constraint

• Measured motion
Hanning et al. 2011, Karpenko et al. 2011: using gyros on iPhone 4

10
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Irani et al. 1994
• Estimating “ego-motion” from motion in image

• Motion (6D) of camera induces motion (2D) in image
• Key fact #1: effect of rotation (about center of projection) merely 

rearranges the image
motion of points is independent of depth
single motion describes the whole image

• Key fact #2: effect of translation, once rotation is factored out, 
moves points along lines through a point

center of expansion = projection of translation dir. into image

11
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[Irani et al. 1994]
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Litvin et al. 2003
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• Based on 2D registration
find affine warp that best matches adjacent frames

• Describe “camera motion” by accumulating transforms

• Define desired motion by smoothing with Kalman filter
estimate smooth trajectory assuming shake is noise

of describing the motion by a set of parameters assuming that the observed scene undergoes a geometrical 
transformation between frames. Only static, planar scene transformation due to camera motion can be described 
accurately by such a geometric transform. In real case, background usually has small relative depth variation, and 
therefore its transformation between frames in the video can be approximated by such a geometric transform. We use an 
affine transformation model as a balance between model complexity and its descriptive capability discussed in the first 
section of this paper. Scene change and mismatch caused by depth changes in the scene are taken care of by combining 
this affine model with a robust cost function. Under an affine transformation, pixel locations ( , )x y=x  in frames 
In and In m+  are related by a transformation ( )m m

n nA ,b given by  
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where nx and n m+x are pixel coordinates before and after transformation respectively.  Transform 1 1 )n n(A ,b , aligning 
frames In and 1In+ , is estimated by minimizing the following cost function with respect to 1 1 )n n(A ,b :  
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where 1m =  and χ  is the set of all locations in the image plane for which transformed coordinates lie in the limits of 
the valid image coordinates. Cost function (2) is minimized by gradient descent using analytical expressions (not given 
here) for partial derivatives with respect to the parameters of the transformation. The choice of function ( )xϕ  is crucial 
for robustness of the transformation estimate to the motion of objects in the scene and to mismatch of the affine model 
due to depth variability. An error in estimating transformation parameters between two frames causes incorrect 
compensating transformations to be applied to a sequence of frames, resulting in annoying jumps in the processed video. 
Many such non-quadratic, slowly rising or redescending functions for ( )xϕ have been proposed. Here we use an 
approximation to the pl -norm given by 

 2 2( ) ( )
p

x xϕ β= +  (3) 
with 0.01β = . The non-zero β  insures differentiability of the cost function near zero, needed for proper functioning of 
the gradient descent approach. In our experiments we use 1p =  chosen empirically from several test sequences by 
minimizing occurrences of wrong estimated transformation parameters. In order to avoid local minima of the cost 
function (2) and accelerate the convergence we use a multiscale implementation. The result at a coarser scale is used to 
initialize a solution at the next finer scale. At scales 8,4 and 2, frames are low-pass filtered and subsampled by a factor of 
8,4 and 2, respectively, before applying gradient descent approach to minimize (2). Solution for each scale serves as 
initialization for the next finer scale.  

2.1.2 Estimating intentional motion parameters 
In order to compensate the video sequence for transformation caused by unwanted camera movements, transformations 
caused by intentional motion of the camera should be identified using interframe motion parameters estimated at the 
previous stage of the algorithm and prior information on motion dynamics. Instead of modeling motion of the camera we 
introduce a closely related parameterization of the ongoing image transformation in the natural form of “cumulative” 
transform defined as registration of the current frame with respect to the first frame, obtained by cascading individual  
interframe transformations. The cumulative transform for  frame n , denoted by ( , )n nA b , can be obtained as follows: 
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Note that the cumulative transform parameters do not necessarily describe a transform allowing the reconstruction of a 
current frame from the first frame because of the ongoing scene changes and accumulation of errors, but rather to 
represent the continuously changing parameters whose “increments” describe image transformation between adjacent  
frames. Elements of matrix A describe zoom, rotation and dolly motion of the camera, and vector b describes panning 
and tracking motion. Similarly, we describe the image transform parameters representing intentional motion in terms of 
intentional cumulative transform ˆ ˆ( , )n nA b . The difference between ( , )n nA b and ˆ ˆ( , )n nA b is attributed to unwanted,  
parasitic camera motion.  
Optimal estimation of ˆ ˆ( , )n nA b is carried out using a recursive Kalman filtering algorithm. We treat ( , )n nA b as noisy 
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motion model between
frames n and n + m

minimize this
to fit motion

T̃n =
nY

k=1
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Litvin et al. 2003
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• Warp each frame to match smoothed motion

• Fill in missing bits from nearby frames 
this is akin to building a mosaic panorama

T̄n = T̂nT̃
�1
n

 

Figure 2: Mosaicking illustration for a typical frame with 2 previous and 2 future aligned frames shown.  Red (grey in 
b/w version) areas correspond to missing areas in the reconstructed frame (with 3 pixel overlap over defined areas in 
central frame), black areas correspond to undefined areas. 

and magnification or filling by a constant value. These methods lead to severe quality degradation of the resulting video 
and limit the range of possible correcting transformations (significant transformations lead to large undefined areas). 
Here we propose to use mosaicking for each frame in order to exploit temporal correlations between frames. Figure 2 
illustrates the mosaicking process for one frame of our test sequence. Five consecutive frames are shown with the frame 
being reconstructed shown in the center. Two previous and two future frames are aligned with the transformed middle 
frame. Black regions in the frames are undefined regions. Red (grey in b/w version) regions correspond to defined pixels 
in neighboring frames collocated with undefined pixels in the middle frame (with overlap). These pixels are used to 
assign a value to a corresponding pixel in the reconstructed frame. Our experiments show that in most cases for each 
undefined pixel, several of the aligned neighboring frames contain a valid pixel value. Note that in Figure 2, not all 
pixels can be reconstructed from just four neighboring frames and more frames are needed. We emphasize the difference 
between our method, in which separate mosaic is constructed for each frame, and existing techniques constructing 
mosaic from all frames in the video, relying on scene stationarity. Such methods fail when the scene undergoes any 
change. Our method is detailed below. 

2.2.1 Estimation of the transformation between distant frames 
In order to properly align up toM future and past frames with respect to the current warped frame n , we need to find 
registration parameters of these frames with respect to the current frame. For a given frame n , using interframe motion  
parameters 1 1( )n nA ,b ,determined in the initial stage of our stabilization algorithm, as initial conditions, we sequentially  
estimate the global transform parameters between frames n and n m±  where 2 m M≤ ≤ . Simply cascading 
interframe transformations leads to error accumulation and hence, potential misalignment of different frames composing  
the mosaic. Instead, for each m , cascaded transforms ( )m m

n nA ,b  and 1 1( )n m n m+ +A ,b are used to initialize the solution 
for 1 1( )m m

n n
+ +A ,b . The coordinate transformation obtained using cascaded transforms is given by 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

m m m m
n m n m n+m n m n m n n n n m n m n n n m n n m+ + + + + + + + += + = + + = + +A A A A A Ax x b x b b x b b  (11) 

The transform 1 1( )m m
n n
+ +A ,b  is then estimated by minimizing (2) as described above with only a few iterations of the  

gradient descent at the finest scale needed because the initial solution given by (11) is very close to the final solution. 
AfterM future frames are registered with respect to each frame, no additional computation is needed to register past 
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Litvin et al. 2003
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to video stabilization concentrate on efficiently registering the frames, but with respect to compensation for unwanted 
motion they use either overly simple assumptions about camera motion or excessively complicated physics-based 
models matched to a particular application. Another difficulty is that the transformations applied to the video frames in 
order to compensate for unwanted motion create undefined image regions. Frame cropping and magnification are 
common tools to recover intensity in those regions and maintain rectangular frame shape and original size.  

In this paper we propose a new, integrated approach to solve the problem of video stabilization. A solution to both of 
above-mentioned issues constitutes two main contributions of this paper: 
1. We propose a probabilistic approach to model interframe motion parameters. The proposed dynamic motion model 

realistically describes interframe motion caused by camera movements. By using results from recursive estimation 
theory, we achieve optimal estimation of the intentional image transformation parameters. Our approach is flexible 
and allows the inclusion of available prior information about the intentional camera motion and characteristics of 
unwanted camera motion through modifications of the state-space model. 

2. Mosaicking is used to reconstruct undefined regions in each warped frame using information from neighboring 
frames, thus exploiting time correlations between neighboring frames in the video. The stabilization and undefined 
regions reconstruction steps of the algorithm are integrated by reusing estimates of transformation between adjacent 
frames. 

The overall algorithm consists of the following steps: 
1. Video sequence stabilization (unwanted motion compensation) 

1) Estimation of the pair-wise transformations between adjacent frames 
2) Estimation of the intentional motion parameters (Kalman filtering in time). 
3) Compensation of each frame for unwanted motion (frame warping) 

2. Reconstruction of undefined regions using mosaicking 
1) Estimation of the transformation between distant frames 
2) Warping distant frames and constructing mosaic for undefined regions in each frame  

The block diagram of our overall approach is shown in Figure 1 followed by the detailed description of our algorithm. 

 

Figure 1: Video stabilization algorithm. Flow of frames (intensities) is shown by thick arrows. 

2.1 Video sequence stabilization (unwanted motion compensation) 
At this stage, intentional motion parameters in the video are estimated and subtracted from the motion  parameters 
derived from the video sequence, yielding unwanted motion component, which is compensated for in the video sequence 
by applying proper transformation to each frame. 

2.1.1 Estimation of the transformation between adjacent frames 
The first part of the algorithm consists of estimating transformations between adjacent frames in order to bring them into 
alignment. These transformations are needed to model the scene changes due to motion. We use the common approach 

CURRENT 
FRAME 

Pair-wise global motion 
estimation 

Finding intentional 
motion parameters 

Compensating transform 
calculation 

MOSAICKING 
(undefined areas) 

 

WARPING  

Global motion estimation 
between distant frames 

  FRAMES 
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[Litvin et al. 2003]
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translation only, no mosaicking

[Litvin et al. 2003]
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[Litvin et al. 2003]
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[Litvin et al. 2003]
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[Litvin et al. 2003]
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Matsushita et al. 2006
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• Also uses affine motion model + smoothing

• Problem with mosaicking to fill in: global motion model does not 
fit locally

• Solution: use local motion (optical flow)
• With flow in hand, also de-blur

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation of Video Completion
We have measured the quality of video completion in two
different ways: 1) deviation from the ground truth and
2) evaluation of spatio-temporal smoothness. When the
produced video is close to the ground truth, it is reasonable
to say that the video is natural. The second evaluation is
performed on the results which are not close to the ground
truth, since they may still be “natural” although the
deviation from the ground truth is large. The goal of video

completion is generating visually natural videos, which is
not necessarily equivalent to being close to the ground
truth. We measure the “naturalness” by the spatio-temporal
smoothness of the video.

5.2.1 Deviation from the Ground Truth
In order to make a comparison with the ground truth, we
have cropped captured videos to produce smaller field-of-
view videos and applied our video completion technique.

1158 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, VOL. 28, NO. 7, JULY 2006

Fig. 9. Result of video stabilization #2. Top row: Original input sequence. Middle row: stabilized sequence which still has missing image areas.
Bottom row: stabilized and completed sequence. The grid is overlaid for better visualization.

Fig. 10. Comparison of completion results. (a) Our method and (b) mosaicing. The rectangular areas in the images in the top row are closed up in the
bottom row.

Fig. 11. Result of video completion over different types of scenes. In each pair, (a) is the stabilized image with missing image area (filled in by red),
and (b) is the completion result.
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4.2 Local Motion Computation
From this step, each neighboring frame It0 is assigned a
priority to be processed based on its alignment error. It is
often observed that the nearer frame shows a smaller
alignment error, and thus has a higher processing priority.
The alignment error is computed using the common
coverage area of It!pt" and It0!Tt0

t pt" by

ett0 #
X

pt

It!pt" $ It0!Tt0

t pt"
!! !!: !10"

Local motion is estimated by the method described in
Section 2.2.

4.3 Motion Inpainting
In this step, the local motion data in the known image areas
is propagated into the missing image areas. The propaga-
tion starts at pixels on the boundary of the missing image

area. Using motion values of neighboring known pixels,
motion values on the boundary are defined, and the
boundary gradually advances into the missing area M
until it is completely filled as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Suppose pt is a pixel in a missing area M on image It.
Let qt 2 H!pt" be the pixels of the neighborhood of pt, that
already has a defined motion value by either the initial local
motion computation or prior extrapolation of motion data.
With an assumption that the local motion variation is locally
small, the local motion F!pt" can be written as the following
equation using the local motion defined on neighboring
pixel qt:

F!pt; qt" % F!qt" &
@F1!qt"
@x

@F1!qt"
@y

@F2!qt"
@x

@F2!qt"
@y

2

4

3

5 u

v

" #

# F!qt" &rF!qt"!pt $ qt";

!11"

MATSUSHITA ET AL.: FULL-FRAME VIDEO STABILIZATION WITH MOTION INPAINTING 1155

Fig. 5. The result of image deblurring. Top of the image pairs: original blurry images, and bottom: deblurred images with our method.

Fig. 6. Video completion. Local motion is first computed between the current frame and a neighboring frame. Computed local motion is then
propagated with motion inpainting method. The propagated motion is finally used to locally adjust image pixels.
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Matsushita et al. 2006
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5.2 Quantitative Evaluation of Video Completion
We have measured the quality of video completion in two
different ways: 1) deviation from the ground truth and
2) evaluation of spatio-temporal smoothness. When the
produced video is close to the ground truth, it is reasonable
to say that the video is natural. The second evaluation is
performed on the results which are not close to the ground
truth, since they may still be “natural” although the
deviation from the ground truth is large. The goal of video

completion is generating visually natural videos, which is
not necessarily equivalent to being close to the ground
truth. We measure the “naturalness” by the spatio-temporal
smoothness of the video.

5.2.1 Deviation from the Ground Truth
In order to make a comparison with the ground truth, we
have cropped captured videos to produce smaller field-of-
view videos and applied our video completion technique.

1158 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, VOL. 28, NO. 7, JULY 2006

Fig. 9. Result of video stabilization #2. Top row: Original input sequence. Middle row: stabilized sequence which still has missing image areas.
Bottom row: stabilized and completed sequence. The grid is overlaid for better visualization.

Fig. 10. Comparison of completion results. (a) Our method and (b) mosaicing. The rectangular areas in the images in the top row are closed up in the
bottom row.

Fig. 11. Result of video completion over different types of scenes. In each pair, (a) is the stabilized image with missing image area (filled in by red),
and (b) is the completion result.
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4.2 Local Motion Computation
From this step, each neighboring frame It0 is assigned a
priority to be processed based on its alignment error. It is
often observed that the nearer frame shows a smaller
alignment error, and thus has a higher processing priority.
The alignment error is computed using the common
coverage area of It!pt" and It0!Tt0

t pt" by

ett0 #
X

pt

It!pt" $ It0!Tt0

t pt"
!! !!: !10"

Local motion is estimated by the method described in
Section 2.2.

4.3 Motion Inpainting
In this step, the local motion data in the known image areas
is propagated into the missing image areas. The propaga-
tion starts at pixels on the boundary of the missing image

area. Using motion values of neighboring known pixels,
motion values on the boundary are defined, and the
boundary gradually advances into the missing area M
until it is completely filled as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Suppose pt is a pixel in a missing area M on image It.
Let qt 2 H!pt" be the pixels of the neighborhood of pt, that
already has a defined motion value by either the initial local
motion computation or prior extrapolation of motion data.
With an assumption that the local motion variation is locally
small, the local motion F!pt" can be written as the following
equation using the local motion defined on neighboring
pixel qt:

F!pt; qt" % F!qt" &
@F1!qt"
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MATSUSHITA ET AL.: FULL-FRAME VIDEO STABILIZATION WITH MOTION INPAINTING 1155

Fig. 5. The result of image deblurring. Top of the image pairs: original blurry images, and bottom: deblurred images with our method.

Fig. 6. Video completion. Local motion is first computed between the current frame and a neighboring frame. Computed local motion is then
propagated with motion inpainting method. The propagated motion is finally used to locally adjust image pixels.

• Registration does not remove blur
Follow optical flow looking for sharper pixels to copy

registration only

with deblurring
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• 2D stabilization cannot model large camera translations
depth-dependent motion of points
occlusions and disocclusions

• Warping of images to change viewpoint is Image-Based 
Rendering

long-studied graphics/vision topic (since mid 90s)
construct weak model of scene, use that to predict motion

• 3D stabilization approach
1. reconstruct 3D geometry using Structure from Motion
2. filter 6D camera path to get smooth path
3. compute warps and apply them to frames
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3D stabilization
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unstabilized

[Liu et al. 2009]
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3D stabilization
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2D stabilization

[Liu et al. 2009]
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3D stabilization
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naïve stabilization with SFM

[Liu et al. 2009]
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Liu et al. 2009
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running Voodoo SFM software

[Liu et al. 2009]
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Defining 3D camera paths
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[Liu et al. 2009]
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Liu et al. 2009
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• Key idea: define 2D warp based on 3D model

• Use projected 3D features to define a smooth warp
uses “as-rigid-as-possible formulation”
weight distortion according to salience (a la Seam Carving)
also enforce temporal coherence
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[Liu et al. 2009]
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[Liu et al. 2009]
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Hybrid 2D/3D methods
• Problems with 3D

big slow computation
can be fragile

• Recall back to Irani 94
contribution of translation to motion is constrained
has to be set of vectors pointing to FOE

• More practical/robust: compute in 2D but use constraints 
derived from 3D considerations
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• Key idea: motion of 2D features is low rank

• Project feature motion into 
low-rank subspace, 
then fit warp

4 • Liu et al.

(a) Filter each trajectory independently

(b) Filter the eigen-trajectories

Fig. 2: Subspace low-pass filtering. Top-left plot: A low-pass filter on two
input trajectories (dashed lines) creates very different outputs (solid lines)
for two similar trajectories, since their durations (and thus filter supports)
are different, leading to broken geometric relationships in the rendered out-
put (a). Top-right plot: if, instead, the trajectory matrix is completed using
matrix factorization (not shown), the filter outputs are more similar, leading
to a better rendered result (b). Note that these renderings are created using
a 2D triangulation of the points to make the differences clearer.

a polynomial model, and the results were very poor; since each tra-
jectory is extrapolated independently, geometric relationships with
nearby features were again not preserved.

We next describe how subspace constraints can be used to perform
this extrapolation in a fashion that better preserves relationships
between feature trajectories.

3.2 Subspace Constraints

While 3D reconstruction would easily allow us to express geo-
metric relationships between features, it is also overkill for our
purposes, since we do not need to know the depths of points in
the scene; we only need constraints that allow us to preserve vi-
sual plausibility. Computer vision results suggest such a possible

constraint that is weaker than a full reconstruction. Tomasi and
Kanade [1992] were the first to observe that when a rigid 3D scene
is imaged by a moving affine camera, the observed motion trajec-
tories should reside in a low-dimensional subspace. This impor-
tant constraint has been used to help solve a number of problems
in computer vision, including structure from motion [Tomasi and
Kanade 1992], correspondence [Irani 2002], and motion segmenta-
tion [Vidal et al. 2008]. Under this subspace constraint, the trajec-
tory matrix can be factored into a product of a camera matrix, rep-
resenting each frame, and a scene matrix, representing each tracked
point. If the trajectory matrix is complete, this factorization process
is linear, fast, and robust. For an incomplete matrix, factorization is
a non-linear problem, but well-studied [Brand 2002; Buchanan and
Fitzgibbon 2005; Chen 2008].

Unfortunately, for the more common case of perspective cameras,
the rank constraint becomes more complicated. In general, motion
trajectories from a perspective camera will lie on a non-linear mani-
fold instead of a linear subspace [Goh and Vidal 2007]. However, it
is possible to approximate the manifold locally (over a short period
of time) with a linear subspace. In particular, Irani [2002] showed
that for instantaneous motions a trajectory matrix should have at
most rank 9. In this paper, we assume this property holds over a
short window of frames that is at least as large as our temporal
smoothing kernel. We evaluate the accuracy of this assumption in
more detail in Section 4.2, but the approximation seems sufficient
for the purpose of insuring plausible views for video stabilization.

3.3 Filtering with Subspace Constraints

We now show how to filter the trajectory matrix while maintain-
ing this low-rank constraint. Consider the n trajectories that appear
over a small window of the first k frames of our input sequence.
Over this range of k frames, we assume that the non-linear man-
ifold on which the motion data lie can be locally modeled with a
linear subspace of rank r. We use r = 9, as suggested by Irani
and because we empirically found it to model the data well without
overfitting or underfitting. This low-rank constraint implies that we
can factor the submatrix of the first k frames into the product of
two low-rank matrices:

M2n!k " W # (C2n!rEr!k) (2)

where W is a binary mask matrix with 0 indicating missing data and
1 indicating existing data, and # means component-wise multipli-
cation (we describe how we perform this factorization later). We
call the r row vectors of E eigen-trajectories, in that they represent
the basis vectors that can be linearly combined to form a 2D motion
trajectory over this window of k frames. The coefficient matrix C
represent each observed feature as such a linear combination.

This factorization provides a straightforward way to smooth the tra-
jectory matrix while preserving its rank. We can first fill in the miss-
ing data, and then low-pass filter the complete matrix and drop the
elements corresponding to the missing data. But it turns out that it
is not necessary to first complete the missing data as smoothing is
a linear operation which can be represented as a matrix multiplica-
tion, and matrix multiplication is associative:

M̂ = W # (CE)K = W # C(EK) = W # CÊ, (3)

where Ê = EK. In other words, it is equivalent to first low-pass
filtering the eigen-trajectories E to obtain Ê, and then obtaining
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• Simple answer to estimation: measure it!

• iPhone 4 came with gyros; use them
• Kalman filter to smooth out noise

• Note this makes 2D homographies that correspond to 3D 
rotations only
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• Simple answer to estimation: measure it!

• iPhone 4 came with gyros; use them
• Kalman filter to smooth out noise

• Note this makes 2D homographies that correspond to 3D 
rotations only

• After iPhone 4 this was low-hanging fruit!
two groups did it
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